Define successSEARCH has been planning for a decade - success has been defined by documents such as the Science Plan, Imp Strategy, Imp Workshop Report. Since SIW, SEARCH has been looking for its way forward.Success in the future may be much more dependent on outcomes than it has in the past.In a year, NSF would expect/like to see:SEARCH as a highly regarded, world class, policy relevant, science driven research effort aimed towards understanding the changes occurring in the Arctic. A functioning free-standing dedicated secretariat, with scientific staff and support staff and a clearly defined mode of operation - i.e. what parts of SEARCH do what and how do they do it. Initially this would be supported by NSF in response to proposal(s), but in order to cover the proposed scope of SEARCH, other agencies will have to begin to share the burden.An SSC on a path to addressing the outcomes of the White Papers to emerge from OCP and UCP. network/SEES effortA mechanism by which SEARCH can define what research comes under its auspices, and starting to map the research projects underway and completed onto the SIW priorities.SEARCH begins to conduct dialogue with parts of the community to scope out what kinds of proposals are needed to achieve thematic goals.NSF/ARCSS explores sand-pit approach and some new synthesis approaches.In 5 years, NSF would like to see:An AON that responds to a rigorous needs-based design process wherein NSF supports exploratory ideas for observation, and those that are successful and demonstrated to be essential are picked up by other agencies for long term operation. An understanding effort composed of themes that focus on achievable goals and guides changes to AON, and a mechanism through which real progress can be made across disciplines (Virtual center, think tank, Santa Fe Institute style thinking or something). These themes might take the form of 'projects' like BEST or FWI. While some of the underlying structure (O U R) may still exist within these, O, U, R may not dominate the activities in which SEARCH engages, being rather the means by which it fulfills its themes.A research community and group of agencies that are enthusiastically engaged in SEARCH and understand what it is.An international effort that provides a framework for SEARCH to interact with research activities in other countries.These are examples - the actual outcomes are expected to vary depending on the discussions ongoing. completion of an independent evaluation of SEARCH
